Background {#Sec1}
==========

Tardigrades (water bears) are microscopic ecdysozoans found worldwide in a range of extreme environments \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. These small animals need a film of water to be active---they have adapted to extreme conditions such as desiccation, freezing and severe osmotic stress by evolving a highly resistant, ametabolic state called cryptobiosis. Curiously, this state gives tardigrades the ability to survive conditions that are far more extreme than those imposed by their natural habitats, including e.g. space conditions \[[@CR3]--[@CR6]\].

Extant tardigrades divide into two major evolutionary lineages represented by Eutardigrada and the more diverse Heterotardigrada \[[@CR7]\]. Fossils from Siberian limestone \[[@CR8]\] and phylogenetic analyses suggest that the split between the two lineages is dated ca. 600--540 mya. \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]. Eutardigrades are by far the most extensively studied and represent the focus of recent genome, transcriptome and proteome studies \[[@CR11]--[@CR17]\]. The first tardigrade genome published on the parachelan eutardigrade *Hypsibius exemplaris* \[[@CR13]\] claimed for massive horizontal gene transfer (ca. 17.5%), but this study was very quickly refuted by other genome assemblies on the same species \[[@CR14]\]. Recent advances in eutardigrade omics include the discovery of so-called "tardigrade unique" proteins implicated in tardigrade stress tolerance \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\].

Here, we provide two new tardigrade transcriptomes and a thorough examination and discussion of genes proposed to be involved in tardigrade stress tolerance. Our aim is to provide a more solid starting point and basis for identifying molecular players involved in cryptobiosis. Specifically, we provide the transcriptome of the marine tidal heterotardigrade *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi*, which holds a unique evolutionary position within Tardigrada \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\] and in addition, a new transcriptome of a eutardigrade---i.e., the first transcriptome within the eutardigrade family Richtersiidae, providing a more comprehensive picture of the gene content and expression patterns within Eutardigrada. We compare the two transcriptomes with available genome and transcriptome data from the eutardigrades *Ramazzottius* cf. *varieornatus* and *Hypsibius exemplaris* \[[@CR20]\] as well as sequence data from six model organisms spanning Eukaryota.

Our detailed analyses of 107 genes/gene families with a putative role in stress tolerance indicate common contractions and expansions within stress related gene pathways in tardigrades, but also indicate that evolutionary lineages have a high degree of divergence. For the first time we report the presence of a highly expressed core animal cold shock domain in tardigrades, which may be involved in RNA chaperoning. While intrinsic disordered LEA proteins appear to be present in all tardigrade species, our analyses also indicate that the "tardigrade unique" genes, *CAHS*, *SAHS*, *MAHS* and the mitochondrial *RvLEAM*, are present only in the eutardigrade lineage and that all, except *CAHS*, seem restricted to the eutardigrade order Parachela. Thus, the cryptobiotic capabilities of tardigrades in general cannot be attributed to these newly identified proteins emphasizing that different tardigrade lineages have evolved unique molecular adaptations with implications for their stress tolerance. We further highlight evidence for commonalities and divergences among tardigrades within DNA repair, antioxidant defense, and various bioprotectants providing a comprehensive picture of the molecular machinery underlying tardigrade stress tolerance.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Global comparison of tardigrade transcriptomes and genomes {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------------

In the following we bring an analysis of the two new transcriptomes. As outlined in the Method section, transcriptome sequencing and basic bioinformatics analyses were conducted by BGI, Shenzhen. Statistical summaries of the obtained sequences and their annotation are presented in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Statistical summary of RNA-Seq on *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi* and *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer* (data from BGI)*Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundiRichtersius* cf. *coronifer*Total Bases5,531,945,8005,761,908,600Number of raw reads58,601,01864,000,000Number of clean reads55,319,45857,619,086GC%34.73%47.40%Q2097.54%96.63%Number of contigs55,49984,106Mean length of contigs (bp)450454N50~contigs~11761259Number of Unigenes31,60155,053Mean length of Unigenes8301052N50~Unigenes~15242197Number of Unigenes \> 1 kb997420,319Number of Unigenes \> 3 kb10684589FPKM~mean\ /~ (min-max)27.3587/(0.0--44,747.82)13.4950/(0.0--14,668.10)FPKM~median~4.61562.1674FPKM~sum~864,563.2158742,939.1452TPM~mean~ / (min-max)31.6446 (0--51,757.72)18.1643 (0--19,743.35)TPM~median~5.33872.9173Number of Unigenes after filtering^a^15,78421,384Mean length of Unigenes after filtering11751160^a^For the detailed analysis of stress related genes (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), we applied the following filtering parameters: FPKM \> 1; transcript length \> 300 bp; longest contig for each locus (see text for details)Table 2Annotation results for the *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi* and *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer* transcriptomes (data from BGI)Annotation*Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundiRichtersius* cf. *coronifer*Number of Unigenes31,60155,053Unigenes with hits in NR database13,38820,001Unigenes with hits in NT database43343865Unigenes with hits in Swiss-Prot database12,29518,132Unigenes with KEGG pathways10,51915,898Unigenes with hits in COG database60429195Unigenes with GO terms604710,853Total annotated Unigenes14,15920,326Protein coding region prediction Unigenes mapped to protein databases^a^13,57820,043 Unigenes with predicted CDS (ESTscan)73593322^a^NR, Swiss-Prot, KEGG and COG databases

In order to investigate and compare the number of shared and unique protein families among a diverse range of eukaryote taxa, we included in the analyses six model organisms with explicit annotations spanning from yeast to human. Firstly, in order to investigate the similarity between the new *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and *R.* cf. *coronifer* transcriptomes and data from other tardigrade and ecdysozoan species, we performed global comparisons of transcripts and predicted protein sequences. As expected, the pairwise global comparison resulted in a high similarity (\> 40% for transcripts; \> 90% for proteins) of *R.* cf. *coronifer* to that of other eutardigrades (i.e. *H. exemplaris* and *R.* cf. *varieornatus*) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the similarity of the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* to the eutardigrade species was lower (\< 35% for transcripts; \< 75% for proteins). Specifically, for *E.* cf. *sigismundi* the protein similarity with the eutardigrade species was 70.9% to *R.* cf. *coronifer*, 71.7% to *R.* cf. *varieornatus* and 74.9% to *H. exemplaris*. The latter results corroborate the apparent significant divergence of the heterotardigrade and eutardigrade lineages.Fig. 1Global comparisons of transcripts and predicted protein sequences. Transcript and protein sequences of *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and *R.* cf. *coronifer* were compared to sequences from other tardigrades and model organisms. Global comparisons were conducted using BLASTX for the transcripts alignments (left) and BLASTP (right) for the predicted protein sequences. Heatmaps represent the percentage of transcripts (left) or predicted protein (right) with detectable sequence similarity at an e-value threshold of 10e^−5^

To further determine the number of shared and unique protein families among different tardigrades, we constructed orthologous gene clusters using OrthoMCL (default settings) for the four tardigrade species representing four families within the classes, Heterotardigrada and Eutardigrada*.* All-against-all sequence comparisons among tardigrades resulted in the clustering of 79,657 proteins into 8962 orthologous groups (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). When comparing the four tardigrade species (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), almost half of the orthologous groups, 3986 (44%) are common to all species. Heterotardigrada, represented only by *E.* cf. *sigismundi* possess 624 unique orthologous clusters compared to 3512 unique orthologous clusters for the three eutardigrades. Interestingly, the two most closely related species under analysis have, respectively, the smallest (*R.* cf. *varieornatus*: 443) and the largest (*H.* cf. *exemplaris*: 961) number of unique orthologue clusters.Fig. 2Comparison of shared and species-specific orthologous protein groups as revealed by OrthoMCL analyses. **a** Shared and species-specific orthologous protein groups within tardigrades; **b** Shared and species-specific protein groups between tardigrades and other ecdysozoans as revealed by a comparison between *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, *R.* cf. *coronifer*, *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*; **c** Comparison of shared and species-specific orthologous protein groups between *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and four model eukaryote organisms; **d** Comparison of shared and species-specific orthologous protein groups between *R.* cf. *coronifer* and four model eukaryote organisms

A comparison between our two newly sequenced tardigrades and closely related invertebrates (i.e. the ecdysozoans *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*) returned a total of 3324 (17.6%) out of 18,935 orthologous protein groups to be shared between these ecdysozoans (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Within this comparison, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* has the fewest unique elements, while *C. elegans* appears to have the most. A comparison between *E.* cf. *sigismundi* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) and *R.* cf. *coronifer* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d) with *D. melanogaster*, *C. elegans* as well as *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae*, revealed that 6% of the orthologous protein groups are shared between these eukaryotes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c,d). Tardigrades, represented by *E.* cf. *sigismundi* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) and *R.* cf. *coronifer* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d), have the smallest number of unique orthologous clusters, while humans have the largest number, followed by *C. elegans*.

Comparative analysis of stress related genes {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------

Below we analyze the presence and expression of genes with a previously suggested role in cryptobiotic survival as well as novel candidates with a putative role in adaptations to extreme environmental conditions (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Table 3Stress related genes within the ten investigated eukaryotes. Numbers reflect the number of putative genes retrieved within each gene category (See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details)Gene class/categoryTardigradaArthropodaNematodaChordataAscomycotaEsRcRvHeDmCeHsXtDrScTardigrade unique proteins^a^0233225000000Late Embryogenesis Abundant (*LEA*) ^b^5697020000Heat shock proteins^c^566559117796590779645RNA/DNA Chaperones_Cold Shock Domain containing^d^3111165530DNA repair(58)(91)(74)(80)(61)(57)(77)(73)(74)(57) *TP53* ^*e*^0111113330 Base excision repair^f^18312427151322211914 Mismatch repair^g^15201316101214141414 Nucleotide excision repair^h^18231821151618171915 Non-homologous end-joining^i^0566835555 Homologous recombination^j^71112912121513149Antioxidative stress(70)(79)(79)(89)(82)(89)(66)(53)(68)(29) *Superoxide dismutases* (*SOD_CuZn; SOD_Mn*)8141715664253 *Catalase* (*CAT*)0444231212 *Peroxiredoxins* (*PRDX*)57912936663 *Thioredoxins* (*TXN; TXNRD; TXNL; TMX*)1213101214111412148 *Glutaredoxin* (*GLRX*)5433464445 *Glutathione-disulfide reductase* (*GSR*)1111011111 *Glutathione peroxidase* (*GPX*)2111288693 *Glutathione synthetase* (*GSS*)1223211111 *Soluble glutathione S-transferases* (*GST soluble*)3530313438492213202 *Microsomal glutathione S-transferases (microsomal GST)*0202304560 *Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD)*1112211111Peroxisomal biogenesis factors^k^4352171321212312Trehalose metabolism(3)(9)(10)(9)(5)(8)(2)(2)(2)(7) *Trehalose-phosphate synthase/phosphatase (TPS-TPP)*0110230004 *Trehalases (PGGHG/ATHL1, TREH)*3899352223*Es: Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi*, *Rc: Richtersius* cf. *coronifer*, *Rv: Ramazzottius* cf. *varieornatus*, *He: Hypsibius exemplaris*, *Dm: Drosophila melanogaster*, *Ce: Caenorhabditis elegans*, *Hs: Homo sapiens*, *Xt: Xenopus tropicalis*, *Dr: Danio rerio*, *Sc: Saccharomyces cerevisiae*^a^= *CAHS*; *SAHS*; *MAHS*; *RvLEAM*; *Dsup*^b^= *LEA*; *DUR-1*^c^= *HSP90*; *HSP70*; *HSP60*; *HSP40*; *HSP20*; *HSP10*^d^= *CSP*; *lin28*; *Y-box*^e^= *Tp53*; *p63*/*p73*^f^= *UNG*; *XRCC1*; *XRCC3*; *XRCC2*; *PNKP*; *Tdp1*; *APTX*; *POLB*; *POLD*; *POLE*; *FEN1*; *PCNA*; *PARP1--4*^g^= *MSH2*; *MSH6*; *MSH3*; *MSH4*; *MSH5*; *MLH1*; *PMS2*; *MLH3*; *Exo1*; *RFC*^h^= *XPC*; *CETN2*; *Rad23*; *DDB*; *GTF2H1*/*TFIIH1*; *GTF2H2*/*TFIIH2*; *GTF2H3*/*TFIIH3*; *GTF2H4*/*TFIIH4*; *CDK7*; *ERCC3*; *ERCC2*; *ERCC1*; *XPA*; *ERCC5*^i^= *XRCC6*; *XRCC5*; *CLP*/*XRCC4*; *LIG4*; *NHEJ1*^j^= *MRE11; Rad50; NBS1; Rad51; CtIP; BRCA1; BRCA2; Slx1; SLX4; Mus81; EME1*^k^= *PEX1; PEX2; PEX3; PEX5; PEX6; PEX7; PEX10; PEX11; PEX12; PEX13; PEX14; PEX16; PEX19; PEX26; PXMP2; PMP34; PXMP4; TYSND1*

The trehalose pathway {#Sec5}
---------------------

The non-reducing disaccharide, trehalose, has been shown to accumulate to very high concentrations in various anhydrobiotic animals, including nematodes, brine shrimp embryos and sleeping chironomid larvae (see Discussion). Similar high concentrations have not been documented in tardigrades, but trehalose has, nevertheless, been proposed as a possible bioprotectant of membranes and macromolecules during desiccation. Here we investigate and compare the presence of genes with importance for trehalose synthesis and degradation in tardigrades, specifically, trehalose-6-phosphatase synthase (TPS) a key enzyme in the trehalose biosynthetic pathway and the trehalose hydrolyzing enzyme, trehalase (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). No TPS transcripts could be retrieved from *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, however, we found evidence of one homolog in *R.* cf. *coronifer*. Blast search (BLASTP in SWISSPROT and BLASTP and TBLASTN in GenBank) results revealed that the best hits were bacteria with a similarity greater than 40% and e-values \<1e-150. Furthermore, alignment with the *R.* cf. *varieornatus* TPS protein sequence revealed high similarity. This result corroborates the findings in *R.* cf. *varieornatus* \[[@CR17]\] that suggests a HGT (horizontal gene transfer)-derived TPS. We could not retrieve any TPS homologs from available *Milnesium* cf. *alpigenum* (formerly known as *Milnesium tardigradum*, see \[[@CR21]\]) nor *Echiniscus testudo* EST data and *H. exemplaris* is apparently also missing this gene (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). All tardigrade species analyzed so far have putative *trehalase* and *acid trehalase* genes. *Trehalase* genes seem expanded in eutardigrades (6--7 putative genes), as compared to most of the other organisms in the analysis including the heterotardigrade, which seemingly only has a single gene (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). *H. exemplaris* apparently has an additional *acid trehalase* (3 putative genes) as compared to other tardigrades (2 putative genes).

Late embryogenesis abundant proteins {#Sec6}
------------------------------------

Late Embryogenesis Abundant (LEA) proteins prevent protein aggregation during desiccation and have accordingly been identified in a range of desiccation tolerant organisms (see Discussion). Our analyses indicate that LEA sequences are present in all tardigrade species with the eutardigrade lineage showing a higher gene number (6--9 putative genes) compared to the heterotardigrade *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi* (3 putative genes). Only one *LEA* gene could be identified in *C. elegans*, whereas no *LEA* protein encoding genes could be identified in the other organisms*.* Interestingly, in addition to *LEA* genes, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* seems to possess two putative genes of *dur-1* \[[@CR22]\]. *Dur-1* exhibits high similarity to *C. elegans* LEA isoforms, as well as LEA isoforms from other nematodes (*Caenorhabditis remanei* and *Caenorhabditis briggsae*), rotifers (*Adineta ricciae* and *Adineta vaga*) and plants. We found no evidence of *dur-1* in the other tardigrade genomes or the EST data of *M.* cf. *alpigenum* and *E. testudo*.

Tardigrade unique proteins {#Sec7}
--------------------------

We continue this analysis of putative cryptobiosis related genes with an investigation of tardigrade unique heat soluble proteins (CAHS, SAHS, MAHS) \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\] and the mitochondrial RvLEAM \[[@CR17], [@CR23]\] (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We found no evidence of expression of any of these genes in the heterotardigrade *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi* and our bioinformatics analyses on several tardigrade species concluded that these genes appear to be present only in the eutardigrade lineage*.* Specifically, we found multiple putative *CAHS* and *SAHS* genes in *R.* cf. *coronifer* (14 = *CAHS* and 7 = *SAHS*), *R.* cf. *varieornatus* (16 = *CAHS* and 13 = *SAHS*) and *H. exemplaris* (12 = *CAHS* and 11 = *SAHS*) and one putative *MAHS* gene and one mitochondrial *LEA* (*RvLEAM*) in each eutardigrade species. We extended our search for these genes to the eutardigrade *M.* cf. *alpigenum*, where we could verify the presence of *CAHS* transcripts in the available EST data \[[@CR12]\] as previously reported by \[[@CR15]\]. Importantly, we found no evidence of *SAHS*, *MAHS* or *RvLEAM* in this apochelan eutardigrade, indicating that the latter may be specific for the eutardigrade order Parachela. Finally, we did not find any sequence similarity to any of the tardigrade specific proteins in the available EST data of *Echiniscus testudo*, which further corroborates our hypothesis that these genes are in fact eutardigrade and to a large extend parachelan specific.

Heat shock proteins {#Sec8}
-------------------

A large number of sequences coding for putative heat shock proteins (HSPs) were detected in all of the four investigated tardigrade species. The number of retrieved sequences within different HSP gene families was in accordance within the three eutardigrade species apart, however, from a large gene expansion in the *HSP70* family for *H. exemplaris*, where we retrieved 69 putative genes. Overall, *H. exemplaris* seems to have a highly increased number of HSPs counting up to a total of 117 putative genes, more than any other organism studied herein. *HSP40*s normally represent the family with the highest gene number among all HSPs, thus the very high numbers of *HSP70*s in *H. exemplaris* is exceptional. Curiously, *HSP10* could not be retrieved from *R.* cf. *coronifer*. Interestingly, a comparison on the overall number of putative *HSP* genes reveals that the three strong cryptobiont tardigrade species (i.e. *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, *R.* cf. *coronifer* and *R.* cf. *varieornatus*) have the smallest number of *HSP* genes among the investigated metazoans (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Among the tardigrades, the marine heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* has the fewest number of putative transcripts and the second lowest number of putative genes, after yeast, among the investigated organisms. Specifically, for *E.* cf. *sigismundi* the number of retrieved transcripts is lower for all categories with the exception of *HSP90*, where *E.* cf. *sigismundi* appears to have more than twice the number of putative genes as compared to the eutardigrades. Overall, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* has the highest number of putative *HSP90* sequences (5) among all organisms analyzed herein, except for humans.

A comparison of *HSP* expression levels among the three tardigrade species with available active stage transcriptomes, reveals that these molecular chaperones have the highest relative expression level in *R.* cf. *coronifer* (Rc = 15,907.5 TPM, Es = 12,359.3 TPM, Rv = 9328.7 TPM). Within the *HSP*s, *HSP20* seems to have the highest expression in all three species \[(Es = 4155.5 TPM (4 putative genes); Rc = 6963.8 TPM (6 putative genes); Rv = 2805.1 TPM (8 putative genes)\]. For *E.* cf. *sigismundi* the *HSP*s appear to be the most highly expressed gene category of the putative cryptobiosis related genes (Es = 12,359.3 TPM, see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} with the highest expressed transcript annotated as a HSP20 (TPM = 4039.2677), followed by one transcript for HSP90 (TPM = 2210.5501) and two HSP70 cognate transcripts (TPM = 1843.26 and TPM = 1838.87).Fig. 3Comparative investigation of gene expression in tardigrades. Comparative data on the 10 most highly expressed protein coding genes within tardigrade transcriptomes and cumulative expression of the stress related gene categories under study (for the complete list of genes refer to Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The predicted protein coding genes were obtained from the transcriptomes of three tardigrade species (*Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi*, *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer* and *Ramazzottius* cf. *varieornatus*). Values are depicted as TPM. Gradient purple columns: dark = 1st transcript, light = 10th transcript. Rv1,2,3,5,6,7,9 = hypothetical proteins; Rv4 = SAHS1 (Secretory Abundant Heat Soluble 1); Rv10 = SAHS2 (Secretory Abundant Heat Soluble 2); Rv8 = cuticular protein. Rc1,Rc6 = hypothetical proteins; Rc2,5 = uncharacterized proteins; Rc3 = PE-1(Peritrophin-1); Rc4 = rhogef domain containing protein; Rc7 = NOTCH1-like (Neurogenic locus notch-like protein 1); Rc8 = SAHS1 (Secretory Abundant Heat Soluble 1); Rc9 = COI (Cytochrome Oxidase subunit I); Rc10 = periostin. Es1,6,7,8,=hypothetical proteins; Es2,3,9 = uncharacterized proteins; Es4 = CSRP3 (cysteine and glycine rich protein 3 precursor); Es5 = proactivator polypeptide-like; Es10 = HSP20 (Heat Shock Protein 20)

Cold shock proteins {#Sec9}
-------------------

A search for novel candidate proteins related to cryptobiosis and increased tolerance towards environmental extremes revealed the presence of a cold shock domain (CSD), identified as a *Y-box* (*YB*) followed by RGG/RG repeats, in all investigated tardigrade species (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Interestingly, our investigation revealed that tardigrades appear to have more intrinsically disordered RGG/RG repeats in their *YB* sequences compared to other invertebrates (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Another class of eukaryotic CSDs, originally identified in *C. elegans*, i.e. *LIN-28* (with two associated CCHC zinc-finger motifs cooperating CSD target recognition) was found with conserved homologs in *D. melanogaster*, *X. tropicalis*, *D. rerio*, and *H. sapiens*. We could not retrieve *LIN-28* from any of the analyzed tardigrades. In the heterotardigrade, *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, however, besides the *YB* sequence described above, we identified an additional and highly expressed (TPM = 863.974) CSD containing sequence. Interestingly, the predicted protein of this unique sequence lacks the typical invertebrate RGG motifs (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We experimentally validated this aberrant *E.* cf. *sigismundi* sequence by means of PCR (forward primer: 5′-TCA CAA GAG ACA AAC ACC GAA GA-3′, reverse primers: 5′-ATT GAA GAG CAG GAG TGG GG-3′ and 5′-GTT TGG TTG TTG TAG GGC TGA-3′) using a cDNA template generated from the extracted RNA used for the RNAseq analyses **(**GenBank acc. Number: MH500793). In order to evaluate the similarity and evolution of tardigrade CSD containing sequences, Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analyses were performed using RaxML \[[@CR24]\] (CIPRES Science Gateway) and PhyML \[[@CR25]\]. Maximum Likelihood robustness was tested by bootstrap analysis with 1000 replicates. The result of the RaxML analysis is presented in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. LIN28, *Echiniscoides* CSP and YB proteins cluster in a single large well supported monophyletic clade. All currently identified YB cold shock protein sequences from tardigrades are grouped within the YB clade. The novel *E.* cf. *sigismundi* CSP (Es_CSP) sequences (i.e. two identical sequences retrieved respectively from the transcriptome and generated through PCR) are inferred as sister-group to the YB animal clade. The sister-group position of Es_CSP to the other YB sequences indicates an early separation of the *E.* cf. *sigismundi* Es_CSP sequence from not only the eutardigrades, but also from all other YB animal sequences.Fig. 4Alignment of amino acid sequences containing a Cold Shock Domain (CSD). Data obtained from representative bacteria and animals including tardigrades. Tardigrade sequences are indicated by bold in the left margin of the figure. RNP1 and RNP2 (shaded in grey) represent consensus RNA binding domains. DNA binding sites are highlighted in yellow. Note the RGG (green) and RG (orange) repeats. In the graphical representation below the CSD, the overall height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation at the specific position, while the height of symbols within the stack indicates the relative frequency of each amino acid at the positionFig. 5Phylogenetic analysis of Cold Shock Domain proteins. Protein sequences of Cold Shock Domain containing proteins from various species of bacteria and animals aligned using Muscle. The Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree was constructed using RAxML. Bootstrap values (1000 trials) are shown on branches. Clades with bootstrap values \< 50 have been collapsed into polytomies using TreeGraph2 \[[@CR92]\]. All animal taxa are clustered together, and are separated into a clade containing the YB proteins and a clade containing the Lin28 proteins with Zn finger motifs. The Es_CSP form a separate clade as sister-group to the YB cluster of the rest of the animal taxa analyzed

Antioxidative enzymes {#Sec10}
---------------------

Our analyses reveal that all investigated tardigrade species have a comprehensive number of genes encoding proteins involved in antioxidative stress mechanisms (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Here, we investigate the expression and gene copy numbers of enzymes considered important in the defense against reactive oxygen species (ROS).

A comparison of antioxidative enzyme expression levels between active state *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, *R.* cf. *coronifer* and *R.* cf. *varieornatus* show that *soluble glutathione S-transferases* (*GST*s) are the most highly expressed genes in *E.* cf. *sigismundi* (Es = 4988.63TPM from 35 putative genes) and *R.* cf. *varieornatus* (Rv = 4117.3 TPM from 31 putative genes), whereas in *R.* cf. *coronifer CuZn superoxide dismutases* (*CuZn-SODs*) exhibit the highest expression (Rc = 2426.329 TPM; 12 putative genes) followed by *GST*s (Rc = 2216.7808 TPM from 30 putative genes) and *thioredoxin* (Rc = 1393.4664 TPM; 5 putative genes). *CuZn-SOD*s are highly expressed in *R.* cf. *varieornatus* (Rv = 1533.6840 TPM; 16 putative genes), while a somewhat lower expression is seen in *E.* cf. *sigismundi* (Es = 749.3669 TPM; 7 putative genes).

All tardigrade species seem to have a large number of soluble *GST*s known to scavenge superoxide and organic free radicals. Our analyses further reveal that the observed gene expansion in *CuZn-SOD*s previously reported for *Ramazzottius* cf. *varieornatus* \[[@CR16]\] seems to be a general tardigrade feature, with eutardigrades possibly having had a second round of duplication (12--16 putative genes) as compared to heterotardigrades (7 putative genes in *E.* cf. *sigismundi*) (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Our data analyses further confirm an apparent expansion within the catalases of parachelan eutardigrades with four putative genes found in all investigated parachelans (*R.* cf. *varieornatus*, *R.* cf. *coronifer* and *H. exemplaris*). Interestingly, as suggested for *R.* cf. *varieornatus* and *H. exemplaris* \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\] multiple sequence alignments and Pfam domain searches reveals that *R.* cf. *coronifer* possesses a catalase structure that resembles the bacterial clade II, containing an extra domain annotated as "class I glutamine amidotransferase-like" at the C-terminus. The latter supports the suggestion that parachelan eutardigrades likely obtained their catalase genes through horizontal gene transfer \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. Our blast searches further confirm a catalase sequence in the EST data from the apochelan eutardigrade *M.* cf. *alpigenum* as reported by \[[@CR26]\]. We found no transcripts of catalase in the transcriptome of the marine heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi*. On the other hand, reciprocal blast searches against available EST data of the limno-terrestrial heterotardigrade *E. testudo* revealed 8 catalase sequences---using SWISS-PROT we could confirm 5 unique *E. testudo* catalase sequences---indicating a complex picture for the evolution of the catalase gene family within tardigrades.

Peroxisomal factors {#Sec11}
-------------------

Peroxisomes constitute a key source of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, but importantly they also counteract oxidative stress containing a variety of ROS metabolizing enzymes. Peroxisomal matrix proteins are transported across the peroxisomal membrane in a folded form aided by a variety of peroxisomal biogenesis factors or peroxins. Our investigation indicates that the cumulative expression level of peroxins is very low in all active state tardigrades (Es = 117 TPM, Rc = 106.4 TPM and Rv = 197.3 TPM). In accordance with previous analysis on *R.* cf. *varieornatus* and *H. exemplaris* \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\], we confirm an apparent lack of a large number of peroxins in *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and *R.* cf. *coronifer* (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The loss seems most prominent in *E.* cf. *sigsmundi*, which apparently is missing *PEX2*, *PEX3*, *PEX5*, *PEX7*, *PEX11*, *PEX12*, *PEX13*, *PEX14*, *PEX16*, *PEX26*. On the other hand, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* seems to be the only tardigrade that possesses PEX1 and PEX6 AAA-ATPases indicating a complexity and apparent lineage specificity in the loss of peroxins.

All four tardigrade species appear to be missing peroxisomal membrane proteins (PXMP2, PXMP4, PMP34) and the trypsin domain containing 1 (TYSND1). The main mechanism of direct import of peroxisomal membrane proteins from the cytosol depends on PEX3 (membrane anchor) and PEX19 (cytosolic chaperone). All tardigrades possess *PEX19*, but as noted above *E.* cf. *sigismundi* seems to lack *PEX3*. This is particularly interesting as PEX19 cannot by itself insert membrane proteins.

All tardigrades are missing *PEX7* (PTS2 receptor). In addition, both *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and *H. exemplaris* are apparently missing *PEX5* (PTS1 receptor), considered a core gene in peroxisome protein import pathways. Moreover, all the investigated tardigrade species appear to lack the docking complex consisting of PEX13 and PEX14 required for both PTS1 and PTS2 receptor mediated import and transmembrane channel formation. With respect to Zn RING proteins, we could identify only one (PEX10) for *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, two (PEX10 and PEX12) for *R.* cf. *varieornatus* but none for *R.* cf. *coronifer* and *H. exemplaris*. All tardigrades seem to be missing *PEX11* involved in growth and asymmetric division of pre-existing peroxisomes adding to the overall highly complex picture of tardigrade peroxisomal function.

DNA damage sensing and repair {#Sec12}
-----------------------------

DNA damage occurring as a result of endogenous reactive metabolites or various extrinsic factors can potentially pose a serious obstacle to post-cryptobiotic survival. Accordingly, we analyzed the basis for tardigrade DNA repair, based on conserved mechanisms within the eukaryotic DNA damage response (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). A total of 57 genes/gene families were included in the analyses. As outlined in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} the highest cumulative number of genes covering these elements was found to be present in eutardigrades with *R.* cf. *coronifer* (91 putative genes) having the highest number of putative genes, followed by *H. exemplaris* (80) and *R.* cf. *varieornatus* (74). When compared to the eutardigrades, *D. melanogaster* and chordates, the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* seems to express a smaller number of core elements within the different categories of the DNA repair machinery *(*58 putative genes). We state the latter with caution and acknowledge that this finding needs further investigation into genomes and transcriptomes of *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and other heterotardigrades. A low gene count also applies for *C. elegans* (with 57 genes in total), but this does not reflect loss of major gene families as seems to be the case for the heterotardigrade. Cumulative expression levels for the DNA repair elements appear to be low as compared to other transcripts with highest active state expression in *R.* cf. *varieornatus* followed by *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and lastly by *R.* cf. *coronifer* (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the cumulative expression level in *E.* cf. *sigismundi* derives from approximately 22 less gene copies as compared to the eutardigrades. Below follows a more detailed account of the tardigrade DNA repair machinery (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

### The p53 gene family {#Sec13}

Members of the *p53* superfamily guard eukaryote genome stability and interact with a variety of DNA-damage-response pathways with at least one *p53* superfamily member (including *p53* and *p63/p73-*like genes) identified in all animal species studied so far. We could not identify any *p63/p73*-like homologues in the tardigrade species under study; however, we retrieved one homologue of *p53* from all investigated eutardigrade species (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). When compared to human *TP53,* eutardigrade *p53* homologues show a sequence similarity of respectively 28% (*R.* cf. *varieornatus*), 23% (*R.* cf. *coronifer*) and 20% (*H. exemplaris*). We found no homologues of the *p53* gene in the transcriptome of *E.* cf. *sigismundi*. To our knowledge, this is the first record of an ecdysozoan apparently lacking all three members of the *p53* family. We state the latter with caution and acknowledge that this finding needs further investigation.

### DNA repair mechanisms {#Sec14}

Within the *Base Excision Repair* pathway, we find that eutardigrades seem to have a larger number of putative genes as compared to the other organisms under investigation. Especially, *R.* cf. *coronifer* seems to have more copies within a number of gene families (*POLE*, *FEN1*, *PARP1--4*), when compared to all other investigated organisms (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Interestingly, all tardigrades have at least one more copy of *POLE* (*polymerase epsilon*) as compared to other organisms, with *R.* cf. *coronifer* having eight putative genes. On the other hand, the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* lacks *POLB* (this gene is also missing in *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*) and *aprataxin* (*APTX*), which is missing in *C. elegans* as well. In contrast to *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, the eutardigrades have an additional copy of *APTX* as compared to the other organisms in our analyses. An investigation into genes involved in *Mismatch Repair*, a mechanism responsible for post-replicative repair of errors that escaped the DNA polymerase, repair of mismatches that arise as a consequence of genetic recombination, but also DNA damage, indicates that tardigrades, basically, have the same inventory as other organisms (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). They, however, all lack *MSH3* (and thus MSH3 heterodimers) as also holds for the other ecdysozoans in our analyses, i.e. *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*. Additionally, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* seems to lack the *EXO1* gene. All investigated tardigrades seem to have the central components of *Nucleotide Excision Repair,* a highly versatile repair pathway that recognizes and removes a wide variety of bulky, helix-distorting lesions from DNA, e.g. products of UV-irradiation. Some of the gene families within this pathway appear to be expanded (e.g. *CDK7*, *ERCC1*, *ERCC5* and general transcription factors*---*see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We identified multiple transcripts encoding the general transcription factor IIH subunit 1, 3 and 4 in *R.* cf. *coronifer*, however, these sequences were short (\< 300 bp) and thus omitted from the analyses, hence we refer to the particular gene copy numbers with caution.

*DNA double-strand breaks* (DSBs) are the most deleterious form of DNA damage that, if left un-repaired or incorrectly repaired, may result in massive loss of genetic information, genomic rearrangements and cell death. Here we investigate the basis for DSB repair by classical *Non-Homologous End Joining* (c-NHEJ) and *Homologous Recombination* (HR) in tardigrades. c-NHEJ is considered highly conserved throughout eukaryotes both in terms of function and gene copy numbers. The most prominent divergence of the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* from the other investigated organisms, including eutardigrades, was found within c-NHEJ, as this tardigrade appears to completely lack the entire c-NHEJ mechanism (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Specifically, we were unable to identify any of the essential c-NHEJ components (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) within the *E.* cf. *sigismundi* transcriptome. In addition, we found no evidence of c-NHEJ promoting *53BP1* homologues in the *E.* cf. *sigismundi* transcriptome, whereas we identified seven transcripts of this p53 binding protein in *R.* cf. *coronifer* (data not shown). The latter provides additional evidence of a lack of the entire c-NHEJ mechanism in the heterotardigrade, whereas eutardigrades seem to have the essential components of this pathway. Interestingly, the end resection and HR promoting *BRCA1* gene only seems to be present in *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, while we could not retrieve *BRCA1* from any of the eutardigrade species (*R.* cf. *coronifer*, *R.* cf. *varieornatus* and *H. exemplaris*). The latter findings indicate highly divergent use of pathways associated DSB repair among tardigrade lineages.

The HR mediator of recombinase RAD51 recruitment to DSBs, BRCA2, appears to be missing from all tardigrades under analyses. Whereas many HR components are present in tardigrades, all investigated species appear to lack central elements of the pathway identified in human cells (and yeast) where initiation of DNA end resection is mediated by a MRN (*Mre11*-*Rad50*-*NBS1*) complex facilitated by *CtIP*. We did not find *NBS1* sequence homologues in any of the tardigrade species under investigation and an extension of the analyses to include available EST data from *M.* cf. *alpigenum* and *E. testudo* confirmed a lack of *NBS1* in tardigrades, as holds for the nematode *C. elegans*. Additionally, no *CtIP* sequences were retrieved from tardigrades indicating an aberrant switch between c-NHEJ (when present) and HR mechanisms with a possible use of HR in non-dividing cells as would be expected for adult tardigrades that have very low levels of mitotic activity. An additional peculiarity found in the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* is the apparent absence of *SLX1* and *SLX4* genes with possible implication for Holliday Junction resolution. As noted above *E.* cf. *sigismundi* further seems to lack *EXO1*, but also *MLH3* is lacking and thereby a possible *MutLγ* (*Mlh1*-*Mlh3*) and *Exo1* containing junction resolution pathway. It would thus appear that this heterotardigrade utilizes a different way than the eutardigrades for dissolving the Holliday Junctions after homologous recombination.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

Global comparison of tardigrade gene content {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------------

A comparison of the overall gene content of our two new transcriptomes against genomes of other tardigrades, as well as six eukaryote model species, reveals that tardigrades possess a genetic toolkit corresponding to key metazoan features and functions (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Our analyses show relatively few unique orthologous elements within the tardigrades, which could indicate major gene losses within the phylum as argued by e.g. \[[@CR27]\]. Within the tardigrades, the unique orthologous clusters present in different species stresses the divergence present within the phylum. *H. exemplaris---*a weak cryptobiont \[[@CR28]\] and the least stress tolerant among the four investigated tardigrade species*---*has the highest number of unique orthologous. It thus seems unlikely that cryptobiosis is related to a high number of unique elements. On the contrary, if the number of orthologous groups has a bearing on functional traits, this would according to our current analyses indicate that "less is more", when it comes to being a strong cryptobiont. Our comparative analyses of stress related gene families returned evidence of a lack of expression of key elements in the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and several gene expansions that are more frequent within the eutardigrades. The latter observation could potentially*---*to some extent*---*reflect a difference in habitat, as *E.* cf. *sigismundi* is the only marine species included in this comparison. Below we discuss in more detail the obtained results and their possible significance for cryptobiotic survival.

Trehalose metabolism {#Sec17}
--------------------

Disaccharides like trehalose and sucrose, as well as glycerol and other sugars have been suggested to have a prominent role in cryptobiosis with empirical evidence gained from studies on anhydrobiosis. The sugars protect membranes and macromolecules from desiccation damage by replacing water and by forming amorphous glasses (vitrification) that trap biomolecules and maintain their structures in time and space preserving them from desiccation damage \[[@CR29]\]. Trehalose has been found to accumulate to extremely high concentrations (up to 10--20% wt/dry wt.) in several anhydrobiotic animals, including nematodes \[[@CR30]\], embryos of the crustacean *Artemia salina* \[[@CR31]\], and the insect larva *Polypedilum vanderplanki* \[[@CR32]\]. In contrast, no trehalose was detected in the anhydrobiotic bdelloid rotifers \[[@CR33]\]. In the case of tardigrades the highest trehalose concentrations measured in anhydrobiotic animals range from 2.3% d.w. in *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer* and *Macrobiotus krynauwi* to 2.9% d.w. in *Diaforobiotus islandicus* \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]. Trehalose accumulation during dehydration was reported in several parachelan species \[[@CR36]\], whereas no change in trehalose level was detected in heterotardigrades and Jönsson and Persson \[[@CR35]\] found no changes in levels of trehalose between active and anhydrobiotic individuals of *Milnesium* cf. *alpigenum.* Our current data on tardigrade gene content confirm previous suggestions that trehalose accumulation alone cannot explain cryptobiotic survival \[[@CR1], [@CR35]\]. Specifically, our data on genes involved in trehalose metabolism support the observation that not all tardigrades possess the TPS gene \[[@CR17]\]---and that those parachelans that do have it, appear to have acquired it through horizontal gene transfer. Obviously, future analyses of more tardigrade genome datasets are required to substantiate this observation.

Molecular shields and chaperones {#Sec18}
--------------------------------

It has been proposed that the intrinsically disordered LEA proteins act as molecular shields preventing protein aggregation during desiccation and that LEAs further may function as membrane protectants, ion sinks, hydration buffers and antioxidants \[[@CR37]--[@CR40]\]. It has, moreover, been argued that the stabilizing capacity of LEAs during desiccation is enhanced by the presence of sugars, such as trehalose \[[@CR12], [@CR41], [@CR42]\]. Recent data on *R.* cf. *varieornatus* revealed that LEA genes were constitutively expressed between active, dehydrated and rehydrated tardigrades with a higher expression in embryos compared to adults \[[@CR16]\]. Our analyses show that LEA sequences are present in all four tardigrade species with the eutardigrade lineage showing the highest gene numbers, supporting the assumption that LEA proteins may exhibit diverse protective abilities within the tardigrades. Hashimoto and coworkers \[[@CR16]\] further reported that tardigrade unique proteins CAHS, SAHS and MAHS are constitutively expressed before, during and after dehydration in *R.* cf. *varieornatus*. Our analyses of expression data from the active stage of *R.* cf. *coronifer* reveal that a *SAHS* gene appear to be the most highly expressed gene among all the genes previously implicated in cryptobiosis, followed by *CAHS*. The high expression levels found in the current study for the active stage of *R.* cf. *coronifer* would indeed suggest that these proteins are important for the physiology of eutardigrades, but our present investigation does not support a direct dependence on these proteins for cryptobiotic survival in general as suggested by \[[@CR43]\]. Specifically, *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, a strong cryptobiont with extreme resilience against a variety of stresses (dehydration, freezing, environmental toxicants, osmotic stress) \[[@CR1], [@CR18], [@CR44], [@CR45]\] seems to be lacking all the previously identified tardigrade unique proteins (i.e. CAH, SAHS, MAHS, RvLEAM).

A large number of putative *HSP* genes were detected in all investigated tardigrade species. HSPs act as molecular chaperones with important roles in preventing protein aggregation, supporting refolding of denatured proteins and degradation of aberrant proteins \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. *HSP* expression can be induced by many environmental stressors apart from heat, also cold, food depletion, osmotic stress and toxicants, however, experimental studies on HSP expression in tardigrades have returned contradicting results regarding the putative role of these proteins in relation to cryptobiosis (summarized in \[[@CR1]\]). As also noted by \[[@CR17]\], the very high numbers of *HSP70* genes in the eutardigrade *H. exemplaris* is exceptional. We hypothesize that the apparent gene expansion within HSP70 in *H. exemplaris* is related to the limited cryptobiotic capability of this tardigrade, thus representing an alternative survival strategy as compared to immediate metabolic shut-down characteristic of environmental induced cryptobiosis. This tardigrade may be utilizing the cooperation of the extensive number of HSP70s together with other chaperone systems to broaden their activity spectrum generating a complex network of protein folding machines.

Cold shock domain {#Sec19}
-----------------

Cold shock domain (CSD)-containing proteins have been found in all three domains of life. These proteins function in a variety of processes that are related, for the most part, to stress linked post-transcriptional gene regulation, e.g. involved in adaptation to low temperatures \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\]. Here, we report, for the first time, the presence of a core animal cold shock domain identified as a Y-box (YB), followed by RGG/RG repeats, in all investigated tardigrade species (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, our investigation revealed that tardigrades appear to have more intrinsically disordered and likely post-translationally modified (arginine methylation) RGG/RG repeats in their YB sequences as compared to other invertebrates. The latter finding indicates that epigenetic regulation may be an important, but at present an unexplored factor in cryptobiotic survival. Interestingly, in the heterotardigrade, *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, in addition to the more typical metazoan CSDs, we found an additional highly expressed bacteria-like CSD, lacking RGG/RG repeats. The fact that the Es_CSP transcript is very long, but most of it is non-coding (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}), could suggest that it originally was an YB-like protein, which acquired a premature stop codon, thereby losing the last part of the protein. *E.* cf. *sigismundi* is a marine tidal tardigrade with an extreme tolerance towards a range of environmental stresses, including freezing. We hypothesize that the Es_CSP (which is only 86 amino acids long) has a function similar to that of bacterial CSPs. Specifically, the CSPs in *E. coli* are induced from cold shock and are required for growth in low temperature \[[@CR50]\]. In *E. coli* the CspA protein increases translation of its own mRNA. The non-specific binding of CSPs to RNA prevents the formation of secondary structure, thus keeping the mRNA in a linear form essential for translation \[[@CR50]\].

Oxidative stress {#Sec20}
----------------

A common feature of environmental stress, such as heat, cold, dehydration, osmotic shock and UV-radiation, is the generation of free radicals and change in cellular redox potential \[[@CR51]\]. Cell damage is typically caused by the accelerated production of ROS, such as superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and the highly reactive hydroxyl radical, leading to a deregulation of redox sensitive pathways as well as oxidative modification of essential biomolecules (e.g. DNA, proteins, lipids) \[[@CR52]--[@CR54]\]. Tardigrades have been proposed and also shown to upregulate antioxidant defense mechanisms during cryptobiosis \[[@CR26], [@CR55]--[@CR57]\] and a well-developed antioxidant defense system has been suggested as a possible explanation for the highly increased radiation tolerance seen among tardigrades \[[@CR16], [@CR58]\]. Our analyses support the above hypotheses revealing that all investigated tardigrade species have a comprehensive number of genes involved in antioxidant defense. Most conspicuously, all investigated tardigrades exhibit gene expansions within the Cu-Zn superoxide dismutases likely located within mitochondria, cytosol, but also peroxisomes.

Catalases can be located in all major cellular compartments, preventing H~2~O~2~ accumulation by its removal in a catalatic or peroxidatic manner \[[@CR59]\]. Catalase sequences are conserved within metazoans, yeast and plants*---*additionally, some obligate anaerobes are known to contain typical catalases (e.g. species of the genera *Clostridium* and *Bacteroides*, *Methanobrevibacter arboriphilus*) \[[@CR60]\]. Intriguingly, despite their apparent importance, catalases are not essential for life \[[@CR59]\] and there are examples of eukaryote organisms lacking these enzymes (e.g. *Euglena* spp., *Neurospora crassa*) \[[@CR61]\]. It has, furthermore, been documented that catalase null mice develop normally and do not display any gross physical or behavioral abnormalities \[[@CR62]\]. Our data suggest that the catalase gene family indeed seems expanded within the parachelan eutardigrades (4 putative genes), and that a similar high number of catalase sequences may be present in the heterotardigrade *Echiniscus testudo*. On the other hand, the apochelan eutardigrade, *Milnesium* cf. *alpigenum*, apparently only has a single copy of this gene and the marine heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi* seemingly lacks catalases entirely. Our analyses support the suggestion that parachelan eutardigrades possess a catalase structure resembling bacterial clade II catalases, revealing a complex evolutionary scenario for tardigrade catalases and at the same time seemingly confirming that functional stress related HGT genes are present in tardigrades. Interestingly, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* presumably utilizes alternative genes in the battle against the deleterious effects of free radicals. Importantly, all investigated tardigrade species have a large number of soluble glutathione S-transferase (GSTs)---a large group of multifunctional enzymes localized throughout the cell that scavenge superoxide and organic free radicals and act as substrate in enzymatic reduction reactions. GSTs are induced upon a variety of stressors; they are characterized by wide substrate specificity, high activity and inducibility in response to various toxicants. The ubiquitous occurrence of GSTs among tardigrades indicates that enzymes of this group play a fundamental role in tardigrade antioxidant defense.

It has been proposed that animals, which suppress metabolism in response to stress have the advantage of a slow metabolic recovery decreasing the production of ROS and thereby limiting cellular and genomic damage \[[@CR63]\]. A complete metabolic shutdown, preventing ROS generation from internal sources, coupled with apparent species-specific adaptations within antioxidant defense systems could explain how tardigrades seemingly diminish the deleterious effects of ROS damage and thereby ensure post-cryptobiotic survival \[[@CR54], [@CR58]\].

Peroxisomes {#Sec21}
-----------

The peroxisome is a ubiquitous eukaryotic cell organelle that participates in a wide variety of metabolic, signaling and developmental processes co-operating extensively with other organelles, especially mitochondria \[[@CR64], [@CR65]\]. Peroxisomes constitute a key source of cellular ROS/RNS, but importantly they also possess well-developed protective mechanisms that counteract oxidative stress and maintain redox balance. Specifically, these organelles may contain a wide variety of ROS metabolizing enzymes. Peroxisomal proteins are encoded by nuclear genes and ultimately transported across the peroxisomal membrane aided by a variety of peroxins. Peroxisomes can be formed either by growth and asymmetric division of pre-existing organelles*---*a process that is regulated by the *PEX11* gene family*---*or alternatively they can be formed de novo from the ER. We could not retrieve any putative transcripts of *PEX11* in any of the investigated tardigrade datasets, thus tardigrades could be forming peroxisomes de novo from the ER. Our analyses show a major loss of peroxins within all investigated tardigrades including loss of components involved in the predominant PEX5-mediated import pathway.

Peroxin silencing experiments in *C. elegans* have shown that defective peroxisome biogenesis affects early development, however, no deleterious effects have been documented for adults; on the contrary, silencing of *PEX5*, *PEX11*, *PEX13* and *PXMP4* in adult worms triggered an extension of life span suggestively related to a verified reduction in ROS \[[@CR59], [@CR66]\]. Peroxisome metabolic functions may vary between organisms and tissues, depending on developmental stages and changed environmental conditions \[[@CR67]\]. Overall, it remains unclear if and how tardigrades utilize peroxisomes. Specifically, tardigrades appear to have extensive losses within several of the peroxisome biogenesis categories. It could be speculated that these losses may enable tardigrades to manipulate the use of peroxisomes "on demand", e.g. during recovery from stress induced states, such as cryptobiosis.

Tardigrade DNA damage sensing and repair {#Sec22}
----------------------------------------

A failure to repair damage to DNA obtained while in an ametabolic cryptobiotic state may alter or even eliminate fundamental processes, such as DNA replication and, for tardigrades with little adult mitotic activity, transcription. One of the main hypotheses proposed in order to explain the impressive cryptobiotic capabilities of tardigrades is an extreme efficiency in DNA repair mechanisms \[[@CR12], [@CR68]--[@CR70]\]. Whereas DNA damage following cryptobiosis has been documented in tardigrades \[[@CR68]\], detailed knowledge of the tardigrade DNA repair apparatus has been lacking. As discussed in more detail below, our investigation points to a possible vital role for transcription-coupled repair. Our results, however, also reveal a clear divergence between the two major tardigrade lineages as evidenced by selective gene expansions and apparent highly conspicuous losses.

Our analyses show that tardigrades seem to encode most components of the mismatch repair system and all of the components of the central nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway discovered in vertebrate cells, with some of the gene families appearing to be expanded. Notably, transcription-coupled*-*NER, plays an important role in removal of lesions from template DNA strands of actively transcribed genes \[[@CR71]\]. The latter is in accordance with the observation that adult tardigrades seem to have low rates of mitotic cell divisions limited to specific cells and tissues \[[@CR72], [@CR73]\], calling for a method of DNA repair that does not rely on replication. Our analyses indicated a conspicuous lack of members of the *p53* family in the heterotardigrade *E.* cf. *sigismundi*. This species also seems to lack DNA polymerase POLB involved in Base Excision Repair (BER). We hypothesize that *E.* cf. *sigismundi* has retained only the necessary amount of these error-prone translesion enzymes, which potentially may jeopardize BER fidelity due to high misincorporation rates. POLB is also missing in *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*, indicating that loss of this polymerase has occurred several times during ecdysozoan evolution. Most conspicuously, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* appears highly divergent in regard to mechanisms involved in repair of double-strand breaks (DSBs) apparently lacking the entire c-NHEJ system. While this manuscript was under review, a study from Deng and coworkers, 2018 \[[@CR74]\] was published, reporting lack of c-NHEJ genes in the genome of the tunicate *Oikopleura dioica* as well as a number of other tunicates \[[@CR74]\]. The authors, however, experimentally validated the utilization of other conserved genes (*Parp1*, *Mre11*, *XRCC1*, *RAD50*, and *Lig1*) in a possible alternative NHEJ-like mechanism. The latter genes are present in the *E.* cf. *sigismundi* transcriptome, and this organism could thus be utilizing similar mechanisms in order to compensate for the potential lack of the c-NHEJ mechanism. Interestingly, emerging evidence suggest that in non-dividing cells, HR appears to be coupled to transcription, using RNA as template \[[@CR75]\]. We propose that transcription-coupled HR could be an important method for high fidelity post-cryptobiotic DNA repair in tardigrades.

Conclusions {#Sec23}
===========

The cryptobiotic capabilities of tardigrades differ between species and it has been proposed that the variety of molecular functions is richer in species that exhibit increased tolerance towards environmental stress \[[@CR12]\]. Our analyses seem to contradict this hypothesis and could suggest that for tardigrades "less is more", as strong cryptobionts seem to express less genes in several of the proposed cryptobiosis related categories. Specifically, we retrieved smaller numbers of putative genes for the strong cryptobiont *E.* cf. *sigismundi* in almost all the investigated gene families and this heterotardigrade appears to be lacking the previously highlighted tardigrade specific heat soluble proteins (CAHS, SAHS, MAHS, and RvLEAM; Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Curiously, *E.* cf. *sigismundi* is apparently also lacking a number of important transcripts within DNA repair mechanisms, including p53, aprataxin, POLB and all essential c-NHEJ components. We hypothesize that *E.* cf. *sigismundi* utilizes alternative paths of repairing deleterious double strand breaks and that tardigrades have a preference for DNA repair mechanisms with high fidelity. We propose that the low level of cell divisions in adult tardigrades combined with an ability to repair DNA during transcription might be of vital importance for post-cryptobiotic survival.

All analyzed tardigrade species appear to have been subjected to extensive gene loss within the peroxisome biogenesis, division, recycling and quality control categories. On the other hand, within the antioxidative enzymes, all species show an expansion of SODs underlining the importance of antioxidant defense for these animals. Furthermore, our transcriptome of *R.* cf. *coronifer* corroborates the expansion of HGT-derived catalases and a HGT-derived TPS within parachelan eutardigrades*.*

We retrieved a highly expressed transcript from a novel Cold Shock Protein in *E.* cf. *sigismundi*. The aberrant sequence could be derived from an ancestral YB-like cold shock gene that also gave rise to the animal YB clade. On the basis of similarity to bacterial CSP sequences (i.e. residue composition, short sequence length and lack of the typical metazoan RGG/RG repeats) we hypothesize that this highly expressed CSP could have a function similar to that found in bacteria. Specifically, the CSP in *E. coli* is induced from cold shock and subsequently increases translation of its own mRNA and prevents the formation of secondary structure, thereby keeping the RNA in a linear form required for translation.

Our results thus indicate that different tardigrade taxa and lineages exhibit unique adaptations towards stress involving possible unknown functional homologues. An interesting characteristic that deems further investigation is the level of abundance of low-complexity and intrinsic disordered regions, which potentially could hold important clues towards the understanding of cryptobiosis and extreme stress tolerance. Our transcriptomes provide preliminary evidence of the possible importance of such sequences; specifically, in *E.* cf. *sigismundi* an unannotated/novel transcript with the second highest TPM value (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) exhibits high disorder as holds true for a number of other highly expressed transcripts (data not shown). The "tardigrade unique proteins" were indeed proposed to be disordered \[[@CR15], [@CR43]\]. We further propose that the unique adaptations found among tardigrades and other cryptobionts involve or may indeed to a large extent also rely on epigenetic regulation. It is highly likely that post-transcriptional and post-translational mechanisms are involved in the stress response affecting proteome and metabolome complexity via fine tuning of both the amount and activity of pre-existing transcripts and proteins.

Methods {#Sec24}
=======

Tardigrade sampling and RNA extraction {#Sec25}
--------------------------------------

Marine heterotardigrades, *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi,* were collected from barnacles in the intertidal zone at Lynæs, Zealand, Denmark (see \[[@CR57]\]). Specimens of a parthenogenetic population of the eutardigrade, *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer*, were sampled from moss growing on limestone in Øland, Sweden (see \[[@CR76]\]). Total RNA was extracted from active stage pools of ∼550 *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and ∼200 *R.* cf. *coronifer*, respectively, using a RNeasy Plus Universal Mini Kit (Qiagen,Hilden, Germany). RNA quantitation and quality analyses were performed using a NanoDrop ND-1000 (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara).

Cryptic species complexes are common within Tardigrada and the genus *Echiniscoides* has an exceptionally large genetic variation \[[@CR19]\]. We therefore analyzed both transcriptomes with respect to the often used barcoding sequence of cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (*COXI*) using BLASTN searches in the NCBI nucleotide non-redundant database. The transcriptome data revealed tardigrade *COXI* contigs (CL4672.Contig1_Echiniscoides and CL1502.Contig2_Richtersius), which support that the 550 *Echiniscoides* and 200 *Richtersius* specimens each constitute single species. BLASTN searches in GenBank returned a 99% identity to the isolate *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi* (voucher ZMUC:TAR Esi1; GenBank Accession number: HM193403.1; \[[@CR77]\]. Similarly, the *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer* BLASTN search in GenBank returned a 99% identity to the isolate *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer* (GenBank Accession number: EU244606.1).

Transcriptome sequencing, de novo assembly and annotation {#Sec26}
---------------------------------------------------------

Paired-end (2 × 100) strand specific transcriptome sequencing (TruSeq RNA-Seq) using Illumina Hiseq 2000 technology and basic bioinformatic analyses were conducted by BGI (BGI Tech Solutions Co. Shenzhen, Guangdong, China). In total, ca. 122 million pairs of paired-end reads were generated. One library for the pooled individuals was generated for each species. After vector-clipping, trimming and quality checking of the raw sequences, transcriptome de novo assembly was conducted using the Trinity software package \[[@CR78]\] setting the parameter '\--min_kmer_cov' to 4. The Trinity software uses the term "Unigene" for uniquely assembled transcripts. These Unigenes do not necessarily correspond to a specific gene as several transcripts may have been assembled for the same gene. Transcript abundance within each transcriptome was measured using FPKM values (Fragments per kb of transcript per million mapped fragments \[[@CR79], [@CR80]\]. We have subsequently converted FPKM values to TPM (Transcripts per million) using TPM = \[FPKM/FPKM~sum~\]·10^6^ \[[@CR81]\]. The BGI de novo assembly generated 55,499 contigs for *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and 84,106 contigs for *R.* cf. *coronifer* that clustered into 31,601 and 55,053 non-redundant Unigenes respectively. Summary statistics for both transcriptomes are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Annotation analyses of each library was conducted by matching to public protein and nucleotide databases. Specifically, Unigenes were blasted (BLASTX, *e*-value \<10e-05) against the NR non-redundant NCBI protein database, Swiss-Prot, KEGG, COG and against the NT non-redundant nucleotide NCBI database (BLASTN, *e*-value \<10e-05). Blast2GO \[[@CR82]\] was used in order to attribute Gene Ontology terms to the Unigenes. The classification into GO ontologies: molecular function, cellular component and biological process, was conducted with WEGO (The Gene Ontology Consortium 2015). In total, 14,159 (44.8%) genes in *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and 20,326 (36.9%) in *R.* cf. *coronifer*, were annotated. The remaining sequences did not reveal any significant hits in any of the aforementioned databases and could potentially be considered novel transcripts, untranslated regions, non-coding RNA or short sequences not containing a protein domain. The annotation statistics for both transcriptomes are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.

Transcriptome quality and completeness {#Sec27}
--------------------------------------

We used CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach) \[[@CR83]\] and BUSCO (Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs, \[[@CR84]\]) libraries for Eukaryota and Metazoa orthologous genes in order to evaluate the completeness of the assemblies. For *E.* cf. *sigismundi*, the CEGMA analysis revealed that of 248 ultra-conserved eukaryotic genes, 233 were found as complete gene sequences and 7 were found as partial gene sequences. As reported in \[[@CR57]\], this gives a recovery percentage of 96.8%, which is comparable to other published transcriptomes, and verifies that the obtained transcriptome database is of high quality. From the additional BUSCO analysis using orthologues of Eukaryota, we obtained 280 (92%) complete (242 single-copy and 38 duplicated) and 10 (3.3%) fragmented hits out of 303 groups, which gives a cumulative recovery of 95.3%. When using the Metazoa library the recovery percentage was 86% \[806 complete (691 single-copy and 115 duplicated\] and 34 fragmented hits out of 978 BUSCOs). For *R.* cf. *coronifer* the same analyses returned a recovery percentage of 98% via CEGMA (233 complete and 10 fragmented hits), 97.7% via BUSCO Eukaryota \[285 complete (212 single-copy and 73 duplicated) and 11 fragmented hits\] and 91.4% via BUSCO Metazoa \[853 complete (624 single-copy and 229 duplicated) and 41 fragmented hits\]. In both analyses, the number of complete and duplicate genes that were recovered provides an important validation of the depth and completeness of the assembly.

Comparative tardigrade transcriptomics and putative cryptobiosis-related gene analyses {#Sec28}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Available sequence data from *Hypsibius exemplaris* \[[@CR14]\], *Ramazzottius* cf. *varieornatus* \[[@CR16]\], *Drosophila melanogaster* \[[@CR85]\] (Flybase: <http://flybase.org/>), *Caenorhabditis elegans* (Wormbase <http://www.wormbase.org/>), *Xenopus tropicalis* \[[@CR86], [@CR87]\] (<http://www.xenbase.org/>), *Danio rerio* \[[@CR88]\] (<https://zfin.org/>), *Homo sapiens* (*HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee at the European Bioinformatics Institute,* <http://www.genenames.org/>*) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae* \[[@CR89]\] *(*<http://www.yeastgenome.org/>) were retrieved and used for a global comparison of our two new transcriptomes in terms of similarity, orthologue genes, and functional categories. We performed global comparisons using BLASTX for the transcripts alignments and BLASTP for the predicted protein sequences. The percentages of similarity between the various species were visualized as heatmaps using *heatmap* in Rstudio. The orthologous gene groups were further investigated using the OrthoMCL algorithm \[[@CR90], [@CR91]\] with default parameters (10e-05, protein identity 50%, and MCL inflation of 1.5).

Tardigrade transcriptomes were investigated for sequences with a putative role in cryptobiosis. In total, 107 gene families were investigated. Individual sequence sets were created for each gene using the relevant amino acid sequences from *R.* cf. *varieornatus*, *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans* and used as a guide in order to retrieve the relevant transcripts from the two new transcriptomes. TBLASTN and BLASTP (CLC main workbench 6, CLCbio, Århus, Denmark) was used in order to investigate the transcriptomes of *E.* cf. *sigismundi* and *R.* cf. *coronifer*. Using the same methodology we also screened the available data from *H. exemplaris* (files used: nHd.2.3.1.aug.transcripts.fasta and nHd.2.3.1.aug.proteins.fasta; \[[@CR14]\]) and *R.* cf. *varieornatus* (files used: RvY_cds_scaf199.fa and RvY_proteins_scaf199.fa; \[[@CR16]\]. The specific sequences identified in the two new transcriptomes were verified through reciprocal BLAST searches against NCBI/SWISSPROT (cutoff *e*-value \<10e-5). The hits were subsequently mapped back on the respective gene sequences in order to check whether they constituted parts of the same gene. All unique transcript hits might not necessarily represent individual genes, since transcriptomic assemblies can contain sequences belonging to both overlapping and to non-overlapping fragments of the same gene, thus all unique blast hits cannot necessarily be perceived as individual genes. We further applied a filter using R scripts to i) retain Unigenes that had an FPKM value \> 1, ii) discard Unigenes that were shorter than 300 bp long and iii) keep the longest contig per locus, thereby discarding e.g. splice variants and very short sequences, but also transcripts with a very low expression level that potentially could reflect contaminations. After the compilation of the list containing the identified genes with a putative role in cryptobiosis (See Additional files [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}), we expanded the comparative analysis to include *X. tropicalis*, *D. rerio*, *H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae* in order to have an overview of the gene content within the relevant gene categories throughout a wide spectrum of evolutionary lineages. The aforementioned databases on each species were searched for the genes of interest and the orthologues of the six model species were checked using the catalog of orthology predictions for model organisms in both HGNC and FLYBASE.

Finally, we compared expression patterns of the selected genes between the two new transcriptomes and transcriptome data from different stages (two embryonic stages, active, desiccated and two rehydrated stages) of *R.* cf. *varieornatus* \[[@CR16]\]. In order for the expression data to be comparable between the three datasets, we converted the FPKM values for each transcript/gene to TPM \[[@CR81]\].

Additional files
================

 {#Sec29}

Additional file 1:Comparative analysis of stress related genes among 10 species. Es = *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi*, Rc = *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer*, Rv = *Ramazzottius* cf. *varieornatus*, He = *Hypsibius exemplaris*, Ce = *Caenorhabditis elegans*, Dm = *Drosophila melanogaster*, Xt = *Xenopus tropicalis*, Dr. = *Danio rerio*, Hs = *Homo sapiens* and Sc = *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. (XLSX 57 kb) Additional file 2:Es_seqannot.zip containing sequencing (fasta) files of the analyzed genes from *Echiniscoides* cf. *sigismundi*. (7Z 133 kb) Additional file 3:Rc_seqannot.zip containing sequencing (fasta) files of the analyzed genes from *Richtersius* cf. *coronifer*. (7Z 177 kb)
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